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Resources provided from Brenda Britsch:

Resources provided from Gabriela A. González
- Million Girl Moonshot: https://milliongirlsmoonshot.org/

Resources provided from Dr. Zahra Hazari:
- Project page: https://engage.aps.org/stepup/home
- Article: https://aapt.scitation.org/doi/full/10.1119/1.5055325
- Research article (2020): https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/tea.21644?casa_token=N5N8ni3Pf8wAAAAA%3AU13qNYYU0lg1s6zgfQgnYWKA_WgBslr8_wHQyBLyp6sTD_DdZbQQtXYWxgDCQOB822wEPXdUxuCPdU4

Resources provided from Dr. LaShawnda Lindsay:
- Project page: https://www.wcwonline.org/Research-Initiative/black-girls-and-stem-education-research-initiative